
Pragmatic CSPM for Security Operations 
Simple doesn’t scale. As organizations continue to 
adopt cloud services, security complexity increases 
exponentially. Managing compliance, maintaining 
inventory, tracking changes, reducing misconfigurations, 
all while handling threats and users is a massive 
challenge. Organizations need tools that support cloud 
security operations across decentralized cloud teams 
and operations. 

FireMon Cloud Defense 
Understand More: FireMon Cloud Defense is designed to 
get you the prioritized information you need to understand 
your security and compliance risks, without flooding you 
with noise. 

Communicate Better: Our deep ChatOps integration is built to meet the needs of decentralized cloud operations. Issues are routed 
directly to the teams who can respond to them while keeping security in the loop. 

Remediate Faster: Our event-driven automation engine can fix issues automatically or use our ChatOps integration to embed 
guidance and 1-click actions for a human decision.
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D ATA S H E E T

Cloud Defense 
Real-time cloud compliance, inventory, misconfiguration, and threat detection. 
Now with proactive IAM defense. 

FireMon Cloud Defense Free-Tier
Sign-up for FireMon’s no cost CSPM (security and compliance checks) tool to help meet your basic cloud security hygiene 
requirements:

 — Support for an unlimited number of AWS accounts (Azure coming soon)

 — Daily assessments to the CIS and FireMon recommended secure configurations

 — CIS Foundational Benchmark compliance reports

 — A 30-day resource inventory, with change tracking

 — Slack integration
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See how Cloud Defense can protect your organization. 
Unlimited usage at no cost! 

Start using Cloud Defense Free-Tier now!

FEATURE     BENEFIT

Real-time Cloud posture, inventory, and 
change tracking

Natively monitors API activity in your cloud deployments, updates 
inventory, and runs security and compliance assessments in real-time.

Cloud native threat detection and 
response

Instantly detects potential malicious activity and generates enriched 
alerts to help discern external attacks, malicious insiders, or innocent 

mistakes.

Authorization control to reduce identity 
risks

Eliminates the need for static credentials or long-term permissions with 
just-in-time approvals, out-of-band visibility, and session restrictions.

Deep ChatOps integration to bridge silos
Bridges the communication gap between decentralized cloud operations 
teams, ensuring effective security across teams for rapid assessment, 

response, and remediation of misconfigurations and attacks.

Event-driven automation and assisted 
remediation

Advanced, event-driven, serverless architecture that sends notifications 
and takes action at the speed of your cloud platform. 

https://www.firemon.com/products/cloud-defense/#demo

